
Hints for Harvard Puzzle  "Who's in Charge?" 
  
Parentheses around a clue mean that a letter must be omitted from the answer word 
before it will fit in the grid. Numbers in parentheses indicate lengths of answer words, an 
asterisk * indicates a capitalized word, and a raised f  f a foreign word. 
 
Across 
1. (Bad dream about ending up a wet 

blanket) (6) 
2. (Oskar Morgenstern's mail) (5) 
3. Primate flying without a license (6) 
4. Poland, United States, and . . . (4) 
5. Black bear's pouch (5) 
6. (Pastry and money this Parisian 

brought back) (6) 
7. Cry and howl about lover's end (4) 
8. Area of land Charlie left for one mark 

(5) 
9. (Made off with a shawl) (5) 
10. Cocaine and ice is an offense (5) 
11. Check return of baseball team (4) 
12. Sacred Heart's piece of land (4) 
13. Mystery entry (11) 
14. (It's all squandered on a horse) (8) 
15. Roman year, time, and date adjusted 

and explained (9) 
16. Receiver is kept in bed one evening (5) 
17. Rack left out of position (4) 
18. (Mention five engaged in illegal trade) 

(6) 
19. Lead in role in a mad foreign play (5) 
20. (Fat princess going after a position) (7) 
21. (Game in which one in ten is in step) 

(8) 
22. (Set off with escort carrying message 

back) (8) 

Down 
1. (Violent Astrid bashed child's head) (7) 
2. (Strength to endure warping in a mast) (7) 
3. Woodchuck, turkey and sheep turned up (6) 
4. (A California medic schooled in theory) (8) 
5. Wet areas to the north fill with gas (6) 
6. (Aspect of reality that encompasses the 

beginning of everything ) (5) 
7. A mispronunciation of epsilon that's on the rise 

(4) 
8. Rod leaves book for lady director (6) 
9. Repeatedly consumes fuel (4) 
10. Related to low Dutch (4) 
11. fDiva's active life in Spain (4) 
12. (Swing till refreshed) (4) 
13. Slowly waste away in zero degrees (5) 
14. *Future president upholding a republic (4) 
15. *Cheese comes in from an outfitter (6) 
16. Moors―wild spaces (5) 
17. Brazen beginning of battle brutalized Atlanta 

without end (7) 
18. Nasty guy grabs head of nosy townsman (4) 
19. (Lay down and refused to get registered for  

opening day) (8) 
20. *Dad's bearing up in New Guinea (5) 
21. (Nothing in trap for investigator) (7) 
22. (Careful about the outsides being thin) (6) 
23. *City of Grenoble (4) 
24. (Dough gone by the end of June) (5) 

 


